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Abstract Maintaining a healthy state budget is a tricky and cumbersome task that any functioning government 

should undertake. It appears that it takes a true leader when it comes to regulating a balanced budget that is free of 

losses and unexpected spending.  

This paper describes the mechanisms and leading trends of the state budget regulation using an example of the state 

budget of the United States of America. This example was chosen thanks to the transparency of the available data 

and the peculiar mechanism the U.S. state budget it prepared and managed. 

Our findings and remarks might be useful for any politicians, economists and stakeholders interested in fiscal policy. 

These people who very often aspire to become leaders of their nations should be aware of pitfalls that the murky 

waters of doing state budgets usually bring. Therefore, it is important to take a look at how budgeting and financial 

regulations are done in the leading nations in order to try to use these blueprints in other countries. 

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Regulation of the state budget and the optimization of spending and earnings that are conducted by a government of 

any functioning country, represents a difficult endeavor that is hurdled by many burdens. Not only that it contains 

many unexpected gains and losses, but it is also subjected to a certain degree of uncertainty that often makes all 

principles of textbook financial management irrelevant (see e.g. Trehan and Walsh 2001; Doležal et al. 2015; 

Kuzmin 2015; Ushakov et al. 2017; Caggiano et al. 2017; or Subačienė et al. 2018). Moreover, it becomes apparent 

that balanced and healthy state budget is one of the prerequisites of the targeted economic growth and positive 

economic convergence (Strielkowski and Höschle 2016; Jankelová et al. 2017; or Astrauskaitė and Paškevičius 

2018). 

In this paper, we will concentrate on the budgetary rules and budget regulation of the United States (U.S.) and 

will explain in detail how the U.S. state budget is formed and managed throughout the sequence of steps. The 

example of the U.S was deliberately selected due to its economic position and well-being as well as its balanced 

budget with various budgetary rules and insurance policies (see Figure 1). 

The government of United States budget is defined as an itemized accounting of the received payments such 

as fees and taxes. It also entails payments made by the state like purchases payments of transfer. A budget deficit is 

experienced when a nation spends money funds which exceed what it receives in. The reverse of a budget deficit is 

the budget surplus (McCarthy et al. 2013). 

United States of America groups federal spending into three categories that are; discretionary, mandatory and 

interest on debt spending. Discretionary and compulsory pay of states services as well as programs which citizens 

rely on. They account for almost 90% of the federal spending. Interest on debt is defined as the interest that state 

pays on its accumulated debts. Interest income received by the state is deducted for resources it possesses. 

 The levels of spending are determined and set by Congress each year. Pentagon and military programs 

account for a more significant percentage of discretionary spending. Programs such as early childhood education, 

title grants for marginalized schools as well as Pell grants meant for low-income college students, training as well as 

scientific research form the major component of discretionary spending (Jordan and Likens 1975). 
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Mandatory spending is defined as the spending which the Congress legislates outside the yearly 

appropriations process. Its major components include Medicare and social security programs. Eligibility rules are 

used to determine most of the mandatory program's level of spending. It then lays out ways of establishing who is 

eligible to get benefits from the program. 

 

 
Fig. 1. U.S. Gross Domestic product per capita (1990-2017) 

Source: World Bank (20180 

 

U.S. Congress periodically reviews the eligibility rules and is allowed to make changes to the existing 

regulations to exclude or include more individuals. It is also mandated to provide more or less generous benefits to 

those who have to meet the set criteria, and therefore change the amount spent on the program (Rieger and Leibfried 

2003). Mandatory spending forms the most significant percentage of the federal budget when the central state spends 

resources on compulsory as well as discretionary programs, and the United States writes a heck to offset the costs of 

the program. 

However, spending on tax code makes the Congress has written hundreds of tax breaks into tax code of 

federal with the aim of encouraging activities that are of great benefit to the community at large, for example, special 

low tax rates are formulated to promote the growth of a new enterprise. In case the state issues a tax breaks, it opts to 

surrender tax revenue for specific objective thus both spending and the tax breaks translate to less money in Treasury 

of U.S. They reflect spending priorities set up by the Congress in the various legislation passed. 

 

2 Management of the state budget 
 

Yearly Congress begins preparing the budget for the next financial year (Gelfenbaum et al. 2001). The United States 

of America's fiscal year starts from October 1st of one calendar year and ends on September 30th of the next year. 

Preparation starts at the executive arm of the government of U.S. prior when the budget has not been approved. The 

federal agencies develop budget requests. It is then forwarded White House of management and budget. After that, 

the office of OMB refers to the agency applications while team develops budget proposal of the president. It is the 

duty of the president to forwards his budget proposal to Congress in the first month of the financial year. Both the 

full house and Senate then start to perform its role as stipulated in the constitution. The sequence of steps is shown in 

Figure 2 that follows. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Management procedure of preparing and maintaining the U.S. state budget 

Source: Own results 
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Authorization of the budget is approved by the congressional authorization committees which must pass in 

order for the programs to be funded effectively (Arrow at al. 1996). The president of the U.S. must also sign bills 

providing various agencies with the mandate to allocate resource and run their programs. In the absence of 

authorization, no single agency can get annually appropriated funding. Authorization of applications can be done at 

any time of the year. 

 

3 Regulation of the balanced state budget 
 

The first role of U.S. Congress in balancing the state budget is to pass a budget resolution defining procedures as 

well as coming up with limits of spending. The two chambers of the house develop their budget resolution. Finally, 

their two plans are combined, and the two chambers vote on the similar resolution. 

Appropriations bills, the appropriations team for the two chambers share the amount set aside for federal 

agency funding among twelve subcommittees. The 12 subcommittees are in control of the financing for various roles 

of the state like energy and water, interior and environment, the defense as well as the agencies involved. The 

committees carry out hearing in coordination with heads of agencies about their budget requests. Both the upper and 

the lower house vote on their bills, combine their version and finally vote on the same version of every law. The two, 

in case it is passed, goes for a signature of the president. 

Budget completion, in case the Congress passes, and the head of state appends his signature, the twelve bills 

by September the 30th . The state has the current budget at the appropriate period for the beginning of the next 

financial year. If the two houses failed to agree on the twelve different bills, it could pass an Omnibus bill. It is 

characterized by funding for multiple areas, in case the budget is not finalized by the new fiscal year; Congress has to 

pass a continuing resolution. 

The resolution authorizes short-term funding at the previous years' face of states shut down. In the occurrence 

of the shutdown, the land ceases from issuing of passports and stops NASA operations as well as restricts other 

functions. The government only resumes standard procedures if the budget process is finally complete. It can also 

continue with normal activities after the Congress has passed a continuing resolution. 

The deficit and debt ceiling, deficit budget is realized in the circumstances that the state collects in taxes in a 

certain year is less than the amount it spends. The opposite of deficit budget is surplus, and the deficit is reduced by 

the selling of bonds, bills and notes. The debt ceiling is defined as the minimum debt level which the state permits 

itself to keep. Both the two houses under the constitution are allowed to vote to increase the debt ceiling. In case the 

full house and the Senate fail to vote, and the debt exceeds the set limit, the state will not borrow additional funds 

thus it will not settle its bills. 

 

4 Reducing governmental debts 
 

Issuing of bonds, the primary objective of issuing bonds is to get adequate funds. It encourages the government of 

U.S. to avoid increasing taxes and avails finds to stimulate the economy through public spending. State seeks to 

stimulate an economy by buying bonds it has issued itself when the economy is in pain like rising level of 

unemployment. Manipulation of interest rate makes it easy for investors to borrow money. In return, investors 

acquire goods and services with the money, which creates tax revenues as well as employment opportunities. In the 

long run, manipulation of interest rate reduces the national debt. 

Cutting spending, by instituting deep budget cuts, the state lowers its budget deficit to zero within a short 

period without necessarily raising taxes. Rising taxes, in case the cash flows increase, and spending persist, the 

increased revenues create no impact to the difference in the debt level. A bailout, in the circumstance that a country 

is faced with the deficit budget, it can agree with the rich nations to forgive it its debts. Increasing retirement age, life 

expectancy has risen in the recent years in U.S. from 70 years to 79. However, the retirement age has decreased by 

three years, from 65 years to 62. Increasing the retirement age for social security will reduce the obligation of 

programs at the same motivating individuals to work longer. Thus, larger workforce translates to more taxable 

income and stable economic growth. 

Encouraging rich to spend more on Medicare, to be available for everyone in the state, Medicare requires a 

significant overhaul. However, the circumstances of attaining universal health care provision with efficiency in cost 

reduction call for containing cost independently, a particular benefit will have to be minimized. To cover up the low-

income individuals, the state needs to boost premiums as well as cost-sharing for wealthy individuals. Minimizing 

the Bush tax cuts, in one-year period, almost all tax cuts passed over many years decade will expire. The state should 

ensure that it eliminates the cost it cannot sustain in the long run in order to stimulate growth. 
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Enacting the energy tax, the state is likely not to minimize its debt with spending. Introducing energy tax has 

the high possibility of creating the positive impact in economic stabilization (Lisin et al., 2018; or Newbery et al., 

2018). The State can minimize deficits trough imposing tax on the emission of carbon compounds into the 

atmosphere. The government can also address climate change without adversely affecting the economy (Toole and 

Dixon 2005; or Mishra and Singhania 2014). By opening its borders to immigration, the U.S government should 

open its borders to skilled personnel from across the world to promote the creation of businesses which remit taxes 

required to reduce the debt. Revamping tax code, to reduce the government's debt as well as jump-start the economy, 

the Full house and senate house need to pass laws which lower income tax rates. (Kornai 1998). The state needs to 

reduce spending on defense and increase the retirement age, finally easing off on regulation, reducing regulation will 

help the State to shrink the national debt. 

 

5 Conclusions and implications 
 

Overall, one can see that regulation of the state budget is a task for the true leaders. Not only that it requires many 

coordinated steps and actions, but it is also subjected to many uncertainties and economic as well as political hurdles.  

The United States seem to prosper from the unprecedented economic situation, yet its state budget balancing 

and regulation is not an easy task to complete. Local stakeholders and policy-makers should be aware of many 

geopolitical and home-driven issues that might hamper this development. 

Moreover, one can see that United States are experiencing some political turmoil that is cased by the 

confrontations between the Republican President and the mostly pro-Democratic Congress. Moreover, the current 

U.S. President Donald Trump is waging a trade war on the European Union and China in order to keep his promises 

spelled out in the election campaign to “make America great again”. These steps of the U.S. leadership might lead to 

serious troubles for the U.S. economy that might affect its state budget and lead to many distortions and unwanted 

troubles. 

All in all, state budget regulation deserves special attention, but it can also be used as a blueprint for other 

countries wishing to impose healthy financial policies and regulations for the sake of fostering their national 

economies. 
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